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ABSTRUCT

Regulations are one of the instruments that governments used to achieve objectives of their
policies. Sustainable projects often face compliance problems when working to meet the
applicable regulations. The challenge for governments is to develop and apply enforcement
mechanisms that achieve the best possible outcomes by achieving the highest possible levels of
compliance. The aim of this paper is to identify the most effective mechanisms that can be used
to develop a framework for the regulations enforcement for the applications of sustainable
housing projects. Accordingly, this paper reviews the common classification of building
regulations and enforcement steering mechanisms, in addition to the related international tools of
sustainable housing development. The researchers developed a questionnaire included proposals
for legislation within five main themes: materials, energy efficiency, water efficiency, health and
safety as well as management of residential complexes during the occupation and maintenance
phase. Findings represented the highly importance and top preference of incentive mechanism
for enhancing sustainable housing regulations. Furthermore, in the theme of health and safety is
within the authority of the institution that set these regulations to be imposed on providers and
developers of housing. While the results of both energy efficiency and management of housing
complexes indicate that legislation be obligated through centralized Act and not as an
institutional, so any institution must impose these legislations on housing developers.
Key words: regulations, enforcement, sustainable housing, mandatory regulation, incentives.
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الخالصة
 ّكثيررسا هررا ذصرراد.ذؼرثررس الريررس ؼاخ ّاحرردج هرري األدّاخ الوعرررمدهح هرري الحكْهرراخ لرحميررك أُرردا العياظ راخ الرررت ذهررؼِا
ْ اى الرحرد الرر ذْاجِرَ الحكْهراخ ُر.الوياز غ الوعرداهح هيراك الرٌظرين ّاالهرثرا للمرْاًيي فرت ذلثيرح اللرْائ تيرك أّظرغ
.ذطْ س ّذطثيك آلياخ اًفاذ الريس ؼاخ الرت ذحمك أفه الٌرائج الووكٌح هي خال ذحميك أػلى الوعرْ اخ الووكٌرح هري الوطاتمرح
ِد الثحث الى ذحد د اآللياخ األكثس فاػليرح الررت وكري اظررمداهِا لْضرغ إطراز إلًفراذ اللرْائ لرطثيمراخ الويراز غ اإلظركاًيح
. عرؼسض الثحث همرلف اًْاع اًظوح الثٌاء ّآلياخ االًفاذ فهرال ػري األدّاخ الؼالويرح الماصرح تاإلظركاى الوعرردام.الوعرداهح
ٍ الوْاد ّكفاءج الطالح ّكفراءج اظررمدام الويرا:طْز الثاحثْى ااظرثياًا شو همرسحاخ لريس ؼاخ ضوي خوعح هحاّز زئيعيح ُت
 ذوثلد الٌرائج تاُويح آليح الرحفيرص كححرد. فهال ػي إدازج الوجوؼاخ العكٌيح خال هسحلح االشغا ّالصياًح،ّالصحح ّالعالهح
 كورا لرْح فرت هحرْز الصرحح ّالعرالهح.اًْاع الريس ؼاخ الوؼصشج لٌيس ذطثيمراخ العركي الويعرس حيرث كاًرد االػلرى ذفهريال
 فت حريي أشرسخ ًررائج كر هري هحرْز.حيث مغ ضوي ظلطح الوؤظعح الرت ذهغ ُرٍ ذفسض ػلى همدهت ّهطْز اإلظكاى
 لررل جرة ػلرى الوؤظعراخ أى، كفاءج الطالح ّإدازج الوجوؼاخ العكٌيح أى ذكْى تيك ذيس غ هلرصم هري خرال لراًْى هسكرص
.ذفسض ُرٍ الريس ؼاخ ػلى هطْز اإلظكاى
. الرحفيص، الريس ؼاخ الولصهح، االظكاى الوعردام، االًفاذ، الريس ؼاخ:الكلمات المفتاحية
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over all centuries, the governments have developed regulations and rules to control buildings
work to save and maintain life safety and quality from the common social and economic issues.
The development of regulations is important to achieve the new requirements for applications
such as sustainable objectives. This is because of the need for new considerations and changes.
The previous housing policies in Iraq which expanded from the fifteenth of last decay were
almost as partial solutions other than effective housing policies lead to retreat the housing sector
other than the quality of life, and not being harmony with the stress of population growth
because of deceleration of construction industry caused from Iraq conditions that lead to housing
deficit. Nowadays, Iraq is considered a developing country but heading towards sustainability
development; this will accelerate all sectors move towards sustainability. Concerning housing
sustainability, The Agenda No. 21 for Environment and Development of the United Nations
Conference UNCED, 1992, identified a number of program areas for promoting sustainable
human settlement development, including providing access to safe and healthy shelter.
Challenges stand against implementing sustainability within housing projects in Iraq lie in
economical, institutional, technical and socio-cultural barriers. Lack of sustainability concerning
regulations and lack of enforcement are challenges with higher impact. Ensuring effective
compliance with regulations is an important factor in creating a well-functioning society and
trust in government. As many issues for housing development, sustainability should be tackled
from a regulations perspective. To promote sustainability within housing projects, it is often
necessary to experiment with new initiatives and programs that break out of standard patterns.
2. CLASSIFICATION OF BUIDLING REGULATION INSTRUMENTS
First of all, the researchers has to define the deferent instruments for regulating the building
industry through the most common terms related to the subject of buildings which they are:
1. Acts: The act is a regulatory document that enacted by Congressional approval to make it a
mandatory provision. In Iraq, the first Act was enacted for buildings works is the System of
Roads and Buildings (SRB) No. 35 of year 1935 and was amended in 1964. A1., 1964
2. Building Regulations: Building regulation is characterized as an instrument utilized by a
national or local government organization to direct building implementations through an
arrangement of articulations of satisfactory least prerequisites. In Iraq, there are the building
regulations that issued by the Morality of Baghdad, in addition to the Comprehensive plan of
Baghdad. A2., 2007
3. Building Standards: Standards are created by an expansive scope of public or private
institutions, however not by legislation bodies or by their agents. Standards for the most part
manage how things have to be carried out and perform as “best perform”. There are various
types of standards Bukowski, e al., 2001: calculation or test technique standards; product or
system determination standards; and performance statement standards, including client needs
or goals.
4. Guiding Rules: Guiding rules are tools regulate building works but without scores and ratings.
The design guidelines set up a typical understanding of design principles and need to be
integrated with the design process.
5. Assessments: Assessments may be utilized during the design phase of construction project
less than building guidelines. Life cycle assessment (LCA) is one technique for assessment. It
used in assessing the ecological impacts of systems, processes and products during entire lifecycle of them Sonnemann, et al., 2003.
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6. Rating Systems: The rating system is considered the most market-oriented tool; it aims to
assure the affirmation and public acknowledgment of prevalent building performance and
design.
7. Code of Practice: Building codes build up the least measures for construction projects aiming
to health and safety regards. For housing sector in Iraq, there is the Code of Practice of Pole
Service-Report Two which is adopted for approval awarded for design documents of housing
projects. A3., 1983.
3. REGULATIONS ENFORCEMENT SYSTEMS
It is very essential to the viability of any building regulatory framework that it ought to work to
fulfill compliances with related acts and regulations either were prescriptive or performance
based regulations. This would be built up by enforcement and compliance systems, which are
necessary to get a building license for any construction works. It is the request for a license from
the authorities which is the municipality that sets the system of compliance. In order to get a
building license, plans have to be submitted that will reviewed and approved before issuing the
license. This is regularly where various building practitioners and individuals communicate with
the regulatory authorities in regards to the regulations and its necessities. There are different
types of regulations that commonly in use, which illustrated in the following sections that are
ordered according to their degree of centralized control from government.
3.1 Command-and-control regulation
This type of regulation is made for non-acceptable actions so it commands the working sectors or
people by "not to do a specific action". So the government enacts a law for this command to
make that action illegal. Enforcing this law will be by delegating authorities to impose fines to
those who break the law. For examples, a law enacted for the allowed maximum levels of
pollution emissions. Cole, and Grossman, 1999. The researchers supposed that is the control
system used by the government.
3.2 Incentive-based regulation
An incentive is any approach, rule, evaluating instrument or strategy that looks to alter the
conduct of people or organizations by changing the marginal expenses or marginal advantages
associated with specific choices and exercises, through the essential idea of punishments for bad
behavior such as polluting, or rewards for good action Cambini, and Rondi, 2010. An example,
regulations of land use may include incentives for developers to provide affordable housing; in
such a case, the localities must ensure that those who will benefit from the incentives, only the
once that will fulfill or exceed the criteria of the particular sustainable housing. Incentives should
be considered for specific terms, i.e. developers ought to be punished on the off chance that they
neglect to maintain their end of the contract and do not meet the necessities of sustainable
housing requirements Kumar, 2015.
3.3 Performance-based regulation (PBR)
This regulation is a type of incentive-based regulation when incentives are tied to enhancements
in facility performance, price lessening and improving service quality. Performance-based
regulation (PBR) intends to advance sharing of advantage between the facility and the
customers. The utility will advantage from incentives and lower costs that prompt to higher and
better profit on investments. While the customers get advantage from lower prices and improved
service. PBR is additionally more dependent on external standards of performance and less
touchy to organization particular activities. For example, PBR may enhance plant usage,
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diminish operation and maintenance costs and enhance system reliability Bukowski, and
Rackliffe, 2001.
3.4 Market regulations
There is a scope of market-based regulations, which can be utilized to manage activities. These
regulations can demonstrate finance effective and lead to control and decrease the regulatory
interference in everyday operation of business. The researchers find that this type can be used to
promote the applications of sustainable construction by establishing such as the international
tools for sustainable rating systems.
Monetary measures, for example, the utilization of taxes and subsides are also generally utilized
market-based instruments. Taxes are regularly forced on destructive activities to make them
moderately more costly. While, subsides can be utilized to support generation or utilization of
activities or products which are viewed as attractive Hepburn, 2009.
3.5 Self-regulation
This regulation is characterized as relying substantially on the goodwill and cooperation of
individual firms for their compliance. It regularly appears as a business or an exchange affiliation
developing, monitoring and enforcing its own guidelines of performance Sinclair, 1997. There
can be some oversight on the regulation by the government. Deferent industries used to have
self-regulatory systems to govern industry practices, such as health care, nuclear power, higher
education, and professional sports. Gunningham, 1998.
Heijden, 2007 found that because of critic on both command and control system and self
regulations, and due to thoughts that private sector being more effective than government
legislative sector, a solid concentrate on the possibility of self-regulation appears to have
ascended from the 1970’s.
4. SUSTAINABLE HOUSING REGULATIONS
Regulatory systems and codes concerning the sustainability objectives are significant in
advancing support for sustainability to be integrated within practices of building projects Luce,
2010. As a result of the fragmented manner of construction projects with the various involved
stakeholders and actors, regulations may consider as the main conceivable way for projects
activities to continue Häkkinen and Belloni, 2011. Following sections review kinds of
sustainability regulation tools for housing in particular.
4.1 Sustainable Building Instruments
Sustainable building instruments come in a wide assortment of advancing formats; each format
achieves diverse objectives and makes distinctive impacts Carmody, et al., 2009. Table 1 shows
the international tools related to sustainable housing projects. Instruments reviewed in this paper
come into five fundamental classes: building codes, standards, assessments, rating systems,
guidelines,
In Some cases, guidelines of sustainable building are composed as recommendations or advise to
help engineers, developers, and planners to design and construct the sustainable buildings. In
other cases, governments and its different institutions may utilize these guidelines as obligatory
methods. For example, The Sustainable Building Guidelines of Minnesota in United States is a
case of a guideline that is obligatory for all buildings developed by financing from the state
government Carmody, et al., 2009. This is to aim to guarantee that state money is utilized
rationally to design buildings that are energy efficient, long lasting, and with few loads as could
be expected on local infrastructure, e.g. roads and storm sewers.
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4.2 Types of Indicators
Commonly, there are two types of sustainability indicators: prescriptive indicators and
performance indicators. These both types have favorable circumstances. Indicators are typically
used to determine the action or performance objective that must be met to fulfill a specific
standard of work. Otherwise, there is an imperative distinction amongst prescriptive and
performance indicators as discussed below.
4.2.1 Prescriptive Indicators
These indicators are used to determine specific arrangements for actions that must be made to
fulfill the criteria. These arrangements are picked in advance by the institution that built up any
of the deferent instruments i.e. guideline, assessment, or the rating system. Then these actions be
prescribed and must be finished as composed. Since the indicator is not tied to a measurement,
the ultimate result of a prescriptive indicator will not be known Carmody, et al., 2009.
Contractors prefer prescriptive type since this type outline a progression of actions which are
simple to follow. Similarly, organizations working with rating acknowledge prescriptive
indicators because they are not difficult to enforce.
4.2.2 Performance Indicators
This type of indicators is used to measure the result of an arrangement of actions which is not
prescribed. With these indicators, designers and specialists will choose how the required
outcomes will be accomplished. Likewise, the performance indicator decides how the outcome
will be measured. There are significant advantages of these indicators. First, these indicators
maximize the flexibility designers need to accomplish objectives of sustainable building. In spite
of that advantage, performance indicators necessitate extra work to measure the performance of
accomplished works. Additionally, they compel designers and specialists to measure the
outcomes of the choices they make. This helps them comprehend which choices really work to
enhance performance.
In case of post-occupancy monitoring activities, performance indicators will be used to constrain
building owners and occupants to measure environmental impacts of their actions. This can
prompt improvement to behavior and procedures to enhance a building’s performance.
Additionally, these indicators can aid to measure compliance with centralized regulations such as
energy use, levels of pollution. Carmody, et al., 2009 found that most of building researchers
have mostly agreed that performance indicators are the best method to achieve objectives of
sustainability.
4.3 Regulation Enforcement Instruments
The shortage of correct instrument could be a barrier for the sustainable building practices.
Different forms of instruments are getting used for steering the sustainable buildings projects.
These forms include obligatory laws, incentives and voluntary actions. Accordingly, in order to
enhance application of sustainability within building projects, it is important to find the right
instruments and systems for enforcing the regulations whatever the type of them.
4.3.1 Obligatory regulations
In this form, the project will be more averse to be opposed by the regulatory institutions since
requirements are considered previously, Robichaud and Anantatmula, 2011. The regulations
may have either positive or negative consequences on an action. In the primary phase of
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sustainable building development, regulations have to enforce the base required performance and
this will definitely be effective to accomplish the outcomes Häkkinen and Belloni, 2011.
4.3.2 Incentives
Incentives are as motivation method to encourage people or institutions to do something, for
example as tax diminishment which can impact positively the developers’ desire to accomplish
sustainability targets. As sustainability needs both regulations and innovations in the future as
more in the housing development projects, incentives can persuade innovations and make
requests for alternatives. As an example, in USA, several states enacted their own legislation to
develop and implement LEED based tax discount incentives to create green building initiatives,
by allowing property tax discount at a local level, as financial incentives that will be founded on
accomplishing LEED accreditation Prum, 2009. As per this proposed enactment, a private
client, who wants to develop a new building with LEED accreditation, he will get tax discount
for up to 12 years.
The risk of Incentive programs is that they deviates markets and present need to comparison
opportunities for developers. These programs require solid enforcement and checking by
government powers. Such incentives additionally should be organized with clear points of
reference and conditions and commitments, to necessitate the release of the incentives. In this
manner, implementation the incentives should be actualized with great care.
For sustainable housing projects, right adjust is required between the cost and the value picked
up by the developer. Development of sustainable housing may be postponed in case incentive is
not satisfied. Incentive programs are also subject to be not active leading that developers may
develop less-quality houses.
4.3.3 Voluntary activities
Voluntary activities are, for example, the green accreditations from various rating systems such
as LEED system. Häkkinen and Belloni, 2011concluded that voluntary approach has not
brought about huge changes, therefore, normative regulations are required. In the case of
regulations that support the voluntary activities, they would be useful to enhance application of
sustainable construction.
5 BUILDING THE ENFORCEMNT REGULATION FRAMEWORK
Regulators need to implement rules and instructions by delivering what they aim from
concerning institutions and people, through providing guidance or any deferent forms of
direction to achieve enforcement. They often enforce regulations through inspections and
approved all stages outputs of design to assess whether development accords with regulations.
There are two levels of influences required to be considered when planning for enforcing
regulations; one of them is concerning the behavior of people, and the other will be required to
influence the actions and activities of institutions when delivering their works related to housing
projects.
For the aim of this paper concerning developing an enforcement steering mechanism for
sustainable housing regulations, the researchers framed the following steps:
1. Identifying the scope of the regulations needed to be implemented for sustainable housing
projects in Iraq;
2. Develop a questionnaire to test the themes needed to stimulate a framework for enforcement
mechanisms. Those will be illustrated in section 5.2;
3. Discussing the results to advance recommendations for the aim of this paper
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5.1 Regulations of Sustainable Housing
For the scope of this paper, the researchers concluded and extracted, from literature survey, five
main domains which are crucial for sustainability within housing projects: Materials, Energy
efficiency, Water efficiency and Health and safety. These domains are to be decided during the
stage of planning and design of the project. In addition to the management domain which will be
needed after completion of previous phase, i.e. the phase of occupation and maintenance. These
domains are as shown in Table 2. The proposed regulations within those domains have to be
decided how to be obligated. So the researchers appointed three main levels of obligation:
Centralized regulations, institutional and guiding rules.
Additionally, the researchers developed incentives regulations for private investors to be used
when developing sustainable housing projects as illustrated in Table 3; this is to examine how
incentives would be viable to enforce sustainability practices for housing.
5.2 Developing the Questionnaire
The researchers used the questionnaire as an instrument considers the experience of
professionals to examine the themes of the paper. Three questions were developed for three cores
important for developing the intended framework for regulation enforcement mechanism.
Questions and scale of evaluation are shown in Table 4. Themes of question 1 and question 3
were rated using the fifth scale of measurement, while for question 2, three types of obligation
were proposed for each regulation of sustainable housing which determined in Table 2.
The questionnaire was delivered to professionals across all Iraq by using the technique of Google
Drive to prepare and distribute the questionnaire and to receive the replied responses. Those
professionals were choosing according to their sector of work, experience in housing sector,
qualifications, and various disciplines ranging from planners, designers, managers, consultants,
academics, legal and economists in addition to private investors. The researchers distributed the
questionnaire to 44 professionals, but only 41 responses were replied, this is considered the
sample size. Initially the questionnaire asked for the background profile of the professionals as
shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates the working sectors ranging between public and private, and
No. of experience years ranging from 16 years to more than 30 years which account for more
than 52% of the total sample size of responses. While the qualifications ranged from Ph.D which
accounts 35.50% of the sample size, in addition to MSc. accounts 24.85% and BSc. of 39.64%.
5.3 Discussion the Results of the Questionnaire
5.3.1 Testing the Reliability
It is known that the smallest acceptable value for Cronbach's alpha coefficient is (0.6) and the
best value ranging from (0.7 to 0.9) while the higher value than (0.90) supposed to be the better
but do not reach the correct value of (1) A4., 2013. Values of the reliability coefficients for the
three questions are positive with maximum limit of (0.930) and the minimum limit of (0.644) as
shown in Table 5.
5.3.2 Results of Question (1)
As noted from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, that the professionals are more satisfied with incentive and
performance based systems to apply sustainable housing applications with some control required
from government, and also they find that less control through self regulation and market control
systems may be used for some types of regulations. These two types also gained some
satisfaction from professionals with value of arithmetic mean exceeded (3.40) that means the
"high" satisfaction.
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5.3.3 Results of Question (2)
Values and symbols were given to the three levels of obligation, to examine the trends of
responds for the regulations as follow:
"1" = (C) Central regulations
"2" = (I) Institutional regulations
"3" = (G) Guiding rules
The aim of this question is to test the considerations that researchers appointed for the three
suggested levels to obligate the regulations of the five themes mentioned in Table 2. These
considerations are:
1) All items will be implemented after the stage of development and construction of the housing
project need to be legislated as centralized regulations.
2) Items that will be decided through the phase of development and construction will be either
institutional-based regulations or design guiding rules. They will be obligated by the
institution that gives the license for the project when these items are able to be implemented
by the developers but these developers may not desire to implement them because of the
possible related costs. Otherwise these items will be as guiding rules to the developers to
implement them in the way they desire but have to accomplish the end targets.
3) Final evaluation for the level of regulations enforcement depended on the comparison
between the researchers' considerations and the results from the questionnaire statistical
analysis; this is because of discrete scale of the three levels of evaluation.
Tables 6a, b, c, d and e show the results of themes of the second question. The researchers
noted that the centralized regulations were appointed by the professionals for actions that
considered out of the authority of the institutions to control these actions and enforce them, i.e.
these actions are interrelated to special named institutions must take action to regulate them.
For the non compatible final results with researchers' considerations, the researchers concluded
that these regulations required to be included within the authority of the related institutions, as
illustrated below for each proposed regulation:
- MR2- Recyclable and re-usable materials for a specific portion from total materials: the
researchers supposed that this item need to be legislating as centralized regulations because it
needs more obligations to be executed. As per, this will lead to establish stations for recycling
and reusing of building materials and components. While the results shows the favor type of
obligation is that regulation be as guiding rules for designers and this will not persuade the
developers to implement this item because of non available required infrastructure for this item
to be realized, and because of non interest and awareness of the important of recycling and
reusing for sustainability. Accordingly, the researchers suggested that this item will be as
guiding rule and to be studied for long term mandatory legislation in the future.
- MR4- Cavity external walls, double glazing, low emission glass and heat isolated materials:
according to the professionals, this item required to be obligated for housing developer by an
institution, while the researchers appointed this item to be as guiding rules. The
recommendation is that this item be as institutional obligated or as guiding rule as per the
project orientation and briefing.
- MR5- standard material and product sizes and unified window shapes and sizes for easy replace
when need to maintenance: professionals indicated this item to be as guiding rules, while the
researchers indicated it to be obligated by the institution. So, the researchers suggested that this
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item firstly has to be as guiding rules with term that it will be obligated by institutions in the
later time and not to stay as guiding rules.
- MR7: low shining concrete or materials with reflecting factor used for car parking surfaces to
reduce the heat island: the result is as same as MR4. This item recommended to be obligated by
institutions.
- For themes of energy efficiency, water efficiency and health and safety, the results are
compatible for both researchers' consideration and results of the questionnaire.
- For themes of Occupation and Maintenance Management, only one item has conflict result
which is the OMR3: Create programs for residents to engage them in the programs of utilizing
and/or maintaining water and energy; the professionals indicated this item would be obligated
as per institutions, while the other two items; OMR1 and OMR2 were indicated as centralized
obligated.
5.3.4 Results of Question (3)
As noted from Fig. 4, the professionals highly encourage using incentive regulations for
investors to promote the applications of sustainable housing. The three items: IR1, IR2 and IR3
concerning using the vacant and contaminated lands and enhancing mixed use zoning for
housing within commercial buildings scored more than 4.20 which indicate "very high
satisfaction" from the respondents. While the results of the other three regulations: IR4, IR5 and
IR6 concerning rainwater tank and recycling techniques for grey water, floating zone and
brownfield sites, also indicated high score which is higher than 3.40, leading to conclusion that
the respondents are with high satisfaction with promoting incentives for these regulations but
need more binding terms when contracting.

6 CONCLUSIONS
From the literature review of this paper and the results of the practical work, the researchers
concluded that to promote sustainability practices within housing projects, it is necessary to
establish programs and mechanisms out of the ordinary model. Enforcement mechanism should
be standing on the concept of not treat all regulated issues in a uniform method. Based on that,
differentiation should be based on the overall actions of the regulated issue. That means the
enforcement approach would base on the status of the housing project and its briefing.
Furthermore, they concluded that incentive regulations can be determined and controlled by the
authorized bodies. Also moving toward performance-based regulation (PBR) is highly
recommended to be adopted in the reforming regulations of sustainable housing, but with using
the four types of enforcement levels to promote the sustainable practices: centralized;
institutional and guiding rules, in addition to incentive regulations. For some regulations, it is as
per a locality to decide how would like to obligate them within contracts with developers to
fulfilling their vision.
Also the researchers found that to create programs for residents to engage them in the programs
of utilizing and/or maintaining water and energy need to be centralized obligated, so the
researchers recommended that this item firstly be obligated as an institution decides to, with
condition that it will be legislated centralized in the long term strategy.
Another recommendation is that the government has to promote actions to be as supported
activities for establishing an enforcement mechanism for sustainable housing projects through
maximizing the awareness of practitioners who either work within the regulatory bodies or the
private sectors who work in developing housing projects in addition to the households that will
be the users of the sustainable housing projects.
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ABBREVIATIONS
PBR= performance based regulations
CAC= command and control
ER= energy efficiency regulations
HSR = health and safety regulations
MR = materials regulations
OMR= occupation and maintenance regulations
Q = question
Sys = system of enforcement
S.D = standard deviation
WR = water efficiency regulations

Figure 1. Qualifications and work place of the respondents, Researchers.

Figure 2. Descriptive analysis for respondent's evaluation of supposed regulations enforcement
systems, Researchers.
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Figure 3. Spectrum of satisfaction with degree of centralized control by regulations,
Researchers.
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Figure 4. Descriptive analysis for respondent's evaluation of proposed incentive themes for
regulations for housing investors, Researchers.
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Table 1. Indicators in the international tools for sustainable housing development ,Researchers
depend on, Carmody, et al., 2009.

SBAT llite

South Africa

1997

SB-tool

1997

MN B3 Guidelines

2004
USA

Canada

Bio - diversity
Land use
Heat island effect
Vehicle miles travelled
Energy use – total
building
Energy use – HVAC
Energy use – others
Energy use – renewable
Water use – building
Water use – landscape
Waste water
Storm water
Solid waste
Light pollution
Sound pollution
Carbon footprint
Human health IEQ

2007

2006
USA

Building Code
Standard
Assessment
Rating
Guideline

United Kingdom

2005
Australia

Living Building
Challenge
UK Code for
Sustainable Home

1996
Germany

NABERS - Homes

1992
USA

Passive Haus

2004
USA

Austin Energy
Green Building

2002
Korea

Green Globes

1996
Hong Kong

GBCS -MUNRBs

2002
Japan

HK--BEAM

CASBEE-Homes

2008
USA

LEED for Homes

2007

Formats

Country

Performance Indicators

Year

USA

LEED for
Neighborhoods

International tools for sustainable housing
development

●
●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●

●
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√
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√
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√
√
√
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√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√
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Table 2. The proposed regulations within the five domains for sustainable housing,
Researchers.
Main
domains
Materials

Proposed Regulations

MR1: local building materials for a specific portion from total materials
MR2: recyclable and reusable materials with for a specific portion from total
Enact a
materials
standardize MR3: low volatile organic compound (VOC) building materials
d national
MR4: Cavity external walls, double glazing, low emission glass and heat
code to
isolated materials
promote
MR5: standard material and product sizes and unified window shapes and sizes
using:
for easy replace when need to maintenance
MR6: energy saving construction materials for a specific portion from total
materials
MR7: low shining concrete or materials with reflecting factor used for car
parking surfaces to reduce the heat island
ER1: Determine a portion of the total electric power needed to whole housing
Energy
Efficiency project to be generated from renewable energy recourses
ER2: Using Solar system for water heating
ER3: Installing energy efficient appliances for heating, cooling, cooking,
lighting and ventilation
ER4: A specific percentage of total dwelling units must be oriented correctly
WR1: Water recycling based strategies: rain water storage and re-use, and Gray
Water
water re-use and recycling system
Efficiency
WR2: installing water efficiency appliances and fittings
WR3: Impose strict levies and penalties for the quantity of used water by
specify the upper limit for the permitted quantity of water
WR4: establish limits for out-door water use
Health and HSR1: make the main living areas of the dwelling unit away from roads and car
parking to avoid exposure to car fumes
Safety
HSR2: Enhancing using fire network System and design for escaping roots
HSR3: Using materials and building components of a non- combustible and
flammable content in order to reduce the risk of the rapid spread of fire
and toxic gases inside the house
HSR4: Using smart appliances such as: Combustion appliances (venting
Measures), Indoor contaminant control, Moisture Control devices and
Occupant controls/ease of use (CO Monitors installed in each unit
HSR5: Using hard or natural barriers and trees to avoid and eliminate
the outside noises
Occupation OMR1: Establish housing association in order to set and conduct a long
term Programs for housing and facilities maintenance and management
and
Maintenance within the housing development or district.
Management OMR2: set and conduct a waste management plan for the housing
development
OMR3: Create programs for residents to engage them in the programs of
utilizing and/or maintaining water and energy.
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Table 3. Incentives regulations for private investors, Researchers.

IR1

IR2
IR3

Proposed Incentives regulations for investors
Vacant lands: Reduce costs and facilitate the approvals and licenses for investors for
the purpose of developing vacant land within the urban fabric assigned for residential
use to establish affordable housing but must be with sustainability applications for
energy, water and materials using efficiency.
Contaminated lands: Granting subsidies for the rehabilitation of contaminated lots
for housing complex projects with sustainable practices
Inclusionary Zoning-Mixed Use: allow apartments over stores to create powerful
incentives for private developers and investors to produce more affordable housing
but with sustainable practices.

IR4

Brownfield sites: Using land with existing infrastructure more effectively: reducing
the need to invest in costly new infrastructure expansion, lowers land and service
costs thereby contributing to housing affordability and sustainability

IR5

Floating zone: Identifying specific regions and lands to apply specific floating
legislation previously agreed that differ from what is stipulated in the general
regulations such as density, number of floors, elevations, coverage ratios, setbacks
and subdivisions and others, to create a motivational environment for investors to set
up projects with sustainable applications for affordable housing
Rainwater tank and recycling techniques for grey water: Developers are entitled
to an amount as remission on their development contribution for approved
installation of rainwater tanks, and using recycling for grey water to encourage the
wise and sustainable reuse of water resource.

IR6

Table 4. Themes and scale of evaluating the themes of the questionnaire.
Questions Theme
Q1
Enforcement systems
mentioned in Section 3

Q2

Proposed regulations for five
themes: 1)Materials, 2)Energy
efficiency, 3)Water efficiency,
4)Health and safety, and the
5)management

Scale
Rated from 1 to 5, where (1) represents the "not
satisfy" and (5) represents the highest
satisfaction. The calculated scale to represent the
results are:
- Not satisfy:
1.00 - 1.80
- Little:
1.81 – 2.60
- Medium:
2.61 – 3.40
- high:
3.41 – 4.20
- Very high:
4.21 – 5.00
three main levels of obligation:
 Centralized regulations;
 institutional;
 guidelines
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Rated from 1 to 5, where (1) represents the "not
satisfy with viability of the proposal" and (5)
represents the highest satisfaction. The
calculated scale to represent the results are:
- Not satisfy:
1.00 - 1.80
- Little:
1.81 – 2.60
- Medium:
2.61 – 3.40
- high:
3.41 – 4.20
- Very high:
4.21 – 5.00

Table 5. Reliability statistics test for the main themes of the questionnaire using Cronbach's
Alpha as internal consistency.
Question
Q1
Q2
Q3

Number of items
of the question
5
33
10

Standard lower
bound
0.60
0.60
0.60

Actual values

Assessment

0.644
0.930
0.729

Pass
Pass
Pass

Table 6a. Results for the theme of Materials.
Proposed
Regulatio
ns

MR1
MR2
MR3
MR4
MR5
MR6
MR7

Supposed
mandatory
level by
researchers
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized
Guidelines
Institutional
Guidelines
Guidelines

Centralized

regulations
(C)
15
12
19
11
4
8
12

Institutional
/sectoral
regulations

Mean

S. D

(I)

Guiding
rules
(G)

13
11
12
20
16
13
17

13
18
10
10
21
20
12

1.95
2.15
1.78
1.98
2.41
2.29
2.00

.835
.853
.822
.724
.670
.782
.775

assess
Centralized
Guidelines
Centralized
Institutional
Guidelines
Guidelines
Institutional

Table 6b. Results for the theme of Energy efficiency.
Proposed
Regulatio
ns

Supposed
mandatory
level by
researchers

ER1

Centralized

ER2
ER3
ER4

Institutional
/sectoral
regulations

Guiding
rules

(I)

(G)

13

21

7

1.85

.691

Centralized

Centralized

15

15

11

1.90

.800

Centralized

Centralized
Guidelines

15
6

14
18

12
17

1.93
2.27

.818
.708

Centralized
Guidelines

Centralized

regulations
(C)
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Mean S. D.

assess
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Table 6c. Results for the theme of Water efficiency.
Proposed
Regulatio
ns

Supposed
mandatory
level by
researchers

WR1
WR2
WR3
WR4

Institutional
Centralized
Centralized
Centralized

Institution
al/sectoral
regulations
regulations
(C)
(I)
11
21
11
18
21
11
10
20
Centralized

Guiding
rules
(G)
9
12
9
11

Mean S. D.
1.95
2.02
1.71
2.02

.705
.758
.814
.724

assess
Institutional
Institutional
Centralized
Institutional

Table 6d. Results for the theme of Health and safety.
Proposed
Regulatio
ns

Supposed
mandatory
level by
researchers

HSR1
HSR2
HSR3
HSR4
HSR5

Guidelines
Centralized
Centralized
Guidelines
Guidelines

Institution
al/sectoral
regulations
regulations
(C)
(I)
14
14
20
16
15
15
10
17
10
16
Centralized

Guiding
rules
(G)
13
5
11
14
15

Mean S. D.
1.98
1.63
1.90
2.10
2.12

.821
.698
.800
.768
.781

assess
Institutional
Centralized
Centralized
Institutional
Institutional

Table 6e. Results for the theme of Occupation and maintenance management.
Proposed
Regulatio
ns

Supposed
mandatory
level by
researchers

OMR1
OMR2
OMR3

Centralized
Centralized
Centralized

Institution
al/sectoral
regulations
regulations
(C)
(I)
18
20
18
19
11
17
Centralized

33

Guiding
rules
(G)
3
4
13

Mean S. D.
1.63
1.66
2.05

.623
.656
.773

assess
Centralized
Centralized
Institutional

